NOTICE FOR EXECUTING MoU WITH IRON & STEEL REGISTERED
CONSUMING UNITS FOR THE YEAR 2011-12

IRON & STEEL REGISTERED SSI UNITS OF THE YEAR 2011-12 MAY ENTER INTO AN MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH THE CORPORATION FOR LIFTING OF IRON & STEEL MATERIAL DURING THE YEAR 2011-12. THE MoU WITH THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS MAY BE EXECUTED ON NON JUDICIAL STAMP PAPER UPTO ……….

SSIC REBATE

AS PER FOLLOWING SLAB SYSTEM SSIC REBATE RECEIVED BY THE CORPORATION WILL BE PASS ON TO THE UNITS UNDER MoU WITH THE RSIC AND BALANCE AFTER COMPLETION OF MoU SUCCESSFULLY AT THE END OF FINANCIAL YEAR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROPOSED QTY. FOR MoU</th>
<th>TOTAL REBATE ALLOWED</th>
<th>REBATE AT INVOICE STAGE</th>
<th>BALANCE AFTER COMPLETION OF MoU SUCCESSFULLY AT THE END OF FINANCIAL YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 1000 TO 3000 MT</td>
<td>RS. 200/- PER MT</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 3001 TO 5000 MT</td>
<td>RS. 300/- PER MT</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 5001 AND ABOVE</td>
<td>RS. 375/- PER MT</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: IF SSI UNITS FAILS TO COMPLETE MoU NO SSIC REBATE OTHER THEN AT MENTIONED IN COLUMN 3 WILL BE PAYABLE.

ON NON JUDICIAL STAMP PAPER OF Rs. 100/-

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

This Memorandum of Understanding is made on this the ……………day of …………at Jaipur between The Rajasthan Small Industries Corporation Limited ( A Government of Rajasthan Concern), Udyog Bhawan, Tilak Marg, C- Scheme, Jaipur through its Company Secretary, Shri Ravi Agarwal ( hereinafter called the Corporation) which expression unless contrary to the context hereof, shall mean and include its successors, representative and permitted assign of the one part and M/s.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

THROUGH ITS PROP / DIRECTOR
/Partner………………………………………………………………………..Shri

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
WHEREAS THE Unit is registered as a small scale industry vide registration No…………..
Date ………. of M/s. ................................................................. at
District .................................................District.........................of Department
of Industries Government of Rajasthan and is working at ………………….and
therefore, wishes to purchase………………………………

From the Corporation as actual user, Unit has to produce Entrepreneur Memo (EM) from the concerned DIC under MSME Act, 2006 within 15 days.

NOW THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITNESSES AS

1. The main objective of entering into this Memorandum of Understanding is to build up as dedicated clientele with consistent off-take during the year.

2. That the period of this Memorandum of Understanding is from………………
to 31.03.2012 unless it is mutually extended by the consent of both the parties.

3. The unit has agreed to purchase……………………MT…………………..(name of item) from the Corporation. The said items…………………….. would be those manufactured and supplied by producers SAIL/RINL to the Corporation. For this agreed quantity SSIC rebate Rs. ………. per MT will be passed on and given to the unit. If material is lifted above the committed MoU quantity SSIC rebate will also be given on the quantity lifted in excess.

4. Out of the existing JPC/SSIC rebate of the Rs. 550/- per M.T. the Corporation shall pass on to the manufacturer Rs. ………. per M.T. keeping the balance with it to meet the administrative expenses. The JPC/SSIC rebate of Rs. ………. per M.T. shall be passed on to the manufacturer in the following manner.

   (a) Rs. ………. per M.T. at the invoice stage if the SAIL allows the JPC rebate at invoice stage otherwise it will be paid after it is received from SAIL within 15 days of its receipt.

   (b) Rs. ………. per M.T. after lifting the entire contracted quantity within the prescribed period within such extended period as mutually agreed upon between both the parties, the amount will be payable by the Corporation after receipt of the amount from SAIL

5. The delivery of the material shall be taken by the Unit, from Jaipur / Kota SAIL yard and / RINL stock yard, Jaipur.
6. In case of direct dispatch / delivery from main producer plant or railway siding Kanakpura, Jaipur / Kota the material shall be taken by the unit at its own cost i.e. unloading from wagons and loading on trucks, operation charges etc. including railway freight, wharfage, demurrage and any other charges etc. will be borne and paid by the MoU units under dispatch intimation to RR basis. All the documents related to direct dispatch material will be provided to the units by the Corporation only after receipt from the main producer.

In case of direct dispatch through road unit will provide copy of plant receipt invoice, challan, GTR inter State taxation / VAT form etc. within 24 hours from the receipt of the material to the Corporation.

7. In case the unit fails to lift the material offered to it by the Corporation or fails to lift any part of the quantity offered by the Corporation, the unfitted quantity will be treated as served and accordingly it would be treated as lapsed irrespective whether the offered quantity was as per the size, section and grade registered by the unit.

8. Any liability on account of wharfage / demurrage / detention charged etc. to the railway / road transport because of the delivery unloading of material or removing the same etc. from the railway siding will that of the unit.

9. That the rate of the material would be same which SAIL RINL supplies the material to the Corporation at its stock yards / plants and any increase or decrease in prices or in statutory duties and levies i.e. excise, sales tax, octroi and railway freight, VAT etc. as applicable would be payable by the unit.

10. If the Corporation is enable to supply the complete assured quantity within the specified period of the contract because of SAIL / RINL failure or any other circumstances beyond the control of the Corporation or any ground or otherwise the unit have no right to claim compensation on any ground whatsoever from the Corporation and the Corporation shall not be held liable in this regard including non supply or short supply.

11. In case of a quality detectable merely on physical inspection the same may be reported with seven days of receipt of the material from SAIL / RINL or as per norms / dead line prescribed by SAIL / RINL. Whichever is earlier. But before lifting the same if such defect is because of damage caused due to mishandling of the material by railway / road transporter, than a claim be lodged with railway / road transporter. The Corporation shall not be responsible for any loss / damage caused to the goods in transit or otherwise.

12. Benefits received from SAIL / RINL like turnover discount, consistency discount shall also be passed on to the MoU SSI units and credited to the accounts of the units at the expiry of the financial year and payable only after successful completion of Memorandum of Understanding who have
ENTERED INTO THIS AGREEMENT WITH THE CORPORATION. I.F.C. WILL BE PAYABLE TO ALL THE M.O.U. UNITS WHO HAVE ENTERED INTO THIS AGREEMENT, AS AND WHEN IT IS RECEIVED FROM SAIL/RINL.

13. **The unit shall not be entitled to any benefits like SSIC slab rebate, TOD, IFC, Consistency discount etc. If the material purchased by unit is sold in the open market as a trade instead of using the same as actual user.**

14. **The Corporation will issue release advise in favour of the unit and issue the delivery challans after receipt of payment from the unit either by DD/Pay order/RTGS. In case of cheques the delivery of goods / release order shall be given after encashment of cheques and the cheque in favour of SAIL / RINL will be given next day.**

15. **If the unit lifts material more than the committed quantity, TOD will be permitted on actual quantity lifted by the unit only after receipt of TOD from SAIL / RINL.**

16. **The unit would be entitled to TOD at the same rate at which it would have obtained TOD from SAIL / RINL had the unit entered into an MoU for flat / long products with SAIL / RINL on its own strength for purchase of agreed quantity.**

17. **Quantity of supply in a month will normally be reckoned with reference to RRs/Challan raised during the month of direct dispatch/stockyard deliveries respectively and applicable benefits shall be paid accordingly. In case of direct dispatch by road, date of plant invoice would be reckoned as the date of dispatch.**

18. **In case RSIC is not able "supply material against accepted orders of the unit during March,2012 the backlog as on 01.04.2012 may be considered by RSIC for servicing till 30.04.2012”. The price applicable shall be priced prevailing on the date of challan for stockyard delivery. Such quantity against backlogs would be deemed to have been supplied against Memorandum of Understanding for the year 2011-12 and associated benefits would be passed on accordingly.**

19. **In case of lifting less than agreed / committed quantity, the unit will not be entitled to TOD, Consistency discount, SSIC slab rebate etc. As mentioned above, units are entitled to get these benefits only after successful completion of the Memorandum of Understanding at the end of the financial year.**

20. **The unit will maintain consistency in lifting material by purchasing at least minimum 20% of agreed quantity in every quarter and thereafter at least 5% of agreed quantity in each month.**

21. **If actual lifting during the six month falls below 40% of the agreed quantity, the Corporation may treat the Memorandum of Understanding terminate.**

22. **In case of any breach of contract conditions / any such act of the unit by which the Corporation losses its goodwill / revenue, it will be recoverable**
23. Distribution policy for the year 2011-12 will also be part of this MoU.

24. In case of any dispute in relation to this contract, interpretation on any matter incidental to this contract, the same shall after a written notice by either party of contract to the other party of contract shall be referred to arbitration by the sole arbitrator. The CMD/MD of the Corporation or his nominee will act as the Sole Arbitrator and his / her decision will be binding on the parties. The parties have agreed to this knowing fully that the CMD/MD is interested in the affairs of the Corporation.

For ................................................................. For
.................................................................

Witness ......................................................... Witness

1. ................................................................. 1. .................................................................

2. ................................................................. 2. .................................................................